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MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS WITH INCIDENT WAVE AS A FIELD SOURCE 
V. Janovekjr, I., Marek, J. Neuberg 
Prague, CSSR 
1. HottT*tt9» 
Plasma-vacuum interfacea T* * I (*,J>*) « Rt%x • 0 } and 
P*« U*.J,*)«Ra . * » * } of a elab {(x.'j.*) e TR3: 0* * * * } 0f 
plaema with a given density ? • f (*,4,0 are irradiated by a laser 
light. It is assumed that the wavee of the light have the form 
Mfk/ x(«Cx*/S%)t where filf*!**) is an integer (i.e. the waves are 
4>-periodic in f ) . Moreover, we assume ? • ̂ (*>^)« $(x,«+fv). 
The aim is to calculate both, the electric and magnetic fields 
E »(£<,£*, Es) and B*(B4|Bft»B^) . Due to the assumptions above, the 
electromagnetic field depends on two spatial variables (namely * 
and « ) and is ^-periodic in *u. 
2. .formula^on 
We set ** • ("si,"*,<<*») , where JUL4 • h% , M 2 « Et , **3« E4 • Let 
the following data be given: 
a) t> « O4 +i*Ja (a complex constant, which is related to the 
frequency of laser light and decay time); A « V - T , *->4>0 , *>a>0. 
b) t • t(x, *) (a complex valued function, which depends on 
the plasma density *} ) on ft« {(*,*): 0 « x « o^O* ** f» } ( XI is 
cross-section of the plasma slab); t is smooth and 
Re (-.toe) * constant > 0 on ft. 
e) f *(0jJ.i,Jt) ; Ji*^!.,*) are complex valued and smooth 
functions on ft ( J^ are components of the source current density 
on A ). 
d) H*« H*tj) and H" • H*(j) 0n P- {<y,-. 0*y*fw} are the incident 
waves from the right and from the left; H* and H~ are smooth, 
H*(0)«H*(fw) and H-(0) • H'Cf*). 
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In [l] , we justified the following 
Problem CP1) Find u « t « {v •(v«»va,vtl) ; each component 
vi,«vil(xf^) is smooth, complex valued function on XI ;vl(x)0)*vi(xY/i) 
for 0 rf x * a } such that 
(1) AIA. + A*t » F on ft 
(2) T,\*+BT*m « H* on T 
(3) T/Vt -BT2~u. • H
- on P , 
where / . 
( 0 -4 0 1 [ 0 0 4 . , A \ A 0 0 
-i 0 0\3S± + 0 00 ^ - , Anu • ^ « \ 0 t 0 u, ; 
o o o) ** I* oo] *? ' [oo tj 
(T^**.)(*j) « - i ; ( a , j ) > (Tf«4.)c^) * AtA ( 0 , j ) for £ « r 
and JL « 4, z . The operator B i s defined as follows: For each 
f * f ( j ) smooth on T , f f o ) - f ( j v ) , we set 
Bf «(Bf)(j) « ^ \ H"\»\yj\)qtpdj 
—tio 
for each « c r , where f i s the /v-periodical extension of <f 
on 1R4 and 
„€4y. . 2x f jnyt/ fX« j r t ) 
H, (*>r) « - 7 - J T I ' . ^ ' d* 
for r > 0 • 
A similar boundary value problem can be formulated for the 
components £ d , 6 2 , B 4 of the electromagnetic field* 
Remark (1) ie the reduced system of steady Maxwell's equations; 
(2) and (3) are boundary conditions on plasma-vacuum interfaces* 
3* Weak formulation 
We proved (eee [l]), that Byk • X*Yk on •* foP #ach i n t e « # r 
k, where Ytt - Yk<J> • K ^ ^ ( ^ F * 7 * and \ m f^^'1^^ -
we mean the branch ir > *** f? > 0 • 
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For each real /, , we define ^T-0 to be the closure of 
l . v - i r C ' j ) s * is fi-periodic and infinitely differentiable on JR4] 
in the norm of the "fractional" Sobolev apace W*' a(r) . Using 
the spectral properties of B , one can verify that B: V * — * V**4 
is linear and bounded operator (for each real <C ). If •£ • - *\x 
then B is dissipative. 
Graph of the operator A ; We set 
and define £ to be the closure of C in the norm H . IL 9 
Awl* - (iwf+IAvl* )*** • It is possible to prove (see [l]) 
that there exist continuous extensions T4 - 5 — * V '\ T4"» ̂ — * V * 
T • ̂ C—^fy* f T£i tt * • V ; moreover, the operators above 
are surjective. 
Problem (P) Data: T c £ , H*€ *** , H*« V * 1 . Find ti. c £ : 
A u + A u . * ? a.e. on ft t T*w, • B"T2 u, * H* a.e. on T, 
iy\u -BTTu. * H~ •••• on r . 
Theorem There exists one and only one solution to Problem (P). 
Proof see [l] • 
We considered finite difference approximation of the system 
(1), while the boundary conditions (2) and (3) were discretised by 
means of Galerkin method. Namely, the operator B was approximated 
by TTB , where TT was a projection on a space S of piecewiss 
constant functions* The operator 1TB *S—** S was represented as 
an 4Hr * /** matrix, where **> was a number of nodal points on V . 
The matrix can be explicitly evaluated; moreover, we know 
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(explicitly) its eigenvectors and eigenfunctiona. 
For the details concerning the discretisation of Problem (P)t 
convergence results and the algorithm solving the discrete schemef 
we refer to our report \l\ • 
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